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Abstract: As we approach the end of Moore’s law, many alternative devices are being explored to
satisfy the performance requirements of modern integrated circuits. At the same time, the movement
of data between processing and memory units in contemporary computing systems (‘von Neumann
bottleneck’ or ‘memory wall’) necessitates a paradigm shift in the way data is processed. Emerging
resistance switching memories (memristors) show promising signs to overcome the ‘memory wall’ by
enabling computation in the memory array. Majority logic is a type of Boolean logic which has been
found to be an efficient logic primitive due to its expressive power. In this review, the efficiency of
majority logic is analyzed from the perspective of in-memory computing. Recently reported methods
to implement majority gate in Resistive RAM array are reviewed and compared. Conventional CMOS
implementation accommodated heterogeneity of logic gates (NAND, NOR, XOR) while in-memory
implementation usually accommodates homogeneity of gates (only IMPLY or only NAND or only
MAJORITY). In view of this, memristive logic families which can implement MAJORITY gate and
NOT (to make it functionally complete) are to be favored for in-memory computing. One-bit full
adders implemented in memory array using different logic primitives are compared and the efficiency
of majority-based implementation is underscored. To investigate if the efficiency of majority-based
implementation extends to n-bit adders, eight-bit adders implemented in memory array using
different logic primitives are compared. Parallel-prefix adders implemented in majority logic can
reduce latency of in-memory adders by 50–70% when compared to IMPLY, NAND, NOR and other
similar logic primitives.
Keywords: memristor; memristive logic; Non-Volatile Memory (NVM); Resistive RAM; in-memory
computing; majority logic; adder; Boolean logic; parallel-prefix adder

1. Introduction
Extraordinary innovation in the field of Integrated circuits is the last 50 years was based on
Moore’s law scaling and predominantly the Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS)
technology. Whether we have reached the end of Moore’s law or approaching it in the near future
(an issue being debated), it is evident that some signs are clear. The processor clock frequency, a key
measure of performance has plateaued [1], the regular doubling of integration density has slowed
down in 14 nm and 10 nm CMOS [2] and 2D lithography has reached its limits [3]. Beyond-CMOS
research has been underway in the last decade to find an alternative device which is better than
CMOS in its characteristics. This includes CMOS-like devices (tunnel FET, GaN TFET, Graphene
ribbon pn junction, Ferroelectric FET) [4], quantum-dot cellular automata (QCA), nanomagnet logic,
resistance-switching devices (Resistive RAM, Phase Change Memory, conductive bridge RAM),
spin-based devices, and plasmonic-based devices [5]. Although some of these post-CMOS devices
possessed valuable features like low-voltage operation and non-volatility, recent bench-marking efforts
seem to suggest that none of these devices could outperform CMOS in the most critical aspects of
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computing (energy, latency and area) [4,6]. Hence it is envisaged that post-CMOS devices will augment
and enhance CMOS-based computational fabrics and will not completely replace CMOS technology.
Majority logic, a type of Boolean logic, is defined to be true if more than half of the n inputs are
true, where n is odd. Hence, a majority gate is a democratic gate and, it can be expressed in terms
of Boolean AND/OR as MAJ ( a, b, c) = a.b + b.c + a.c, where a, b, c are Boolean variables. Although
majority logic was known since 1960, there has been a rediscovery in using it for computation in many
post-CMOS devices. A majority gate based on spin waves [7], Quantum-Dot cellular automata [8],
nano magnetic logic [9], and Single Electron Tunneling [10] have been demonstrated and in some
of these technologies, it is more efficient to implement a majority gate [11] than other other logic
primitives (NAND, NOR, XOR). Recent research [6,12–14] has confirmed that majority logic is to be
preferred not only because a particular nanotechnology can realize it, but also because of its ability
to implement arithmetic-intensive circuits with less gates, i.e., in a compact manner. For arithmetic
intensive benchmarks, it has been proved that Majority-Invert Graphs (MIGs) can achieve up to 33%
reduction in logical depth compared to And-Invert Graphs (AIGs) produced by Berkeley’s ABC
synthesis tool [12]. Such findings from research in logic synthesis implies that circuits implemented
using majority logic will be better regardless of the post-CMOS device used. In this review, we limit
our discussion to how majority logic could be implemented using RRAM technology since in-memory
computing is the focus of this review. A review of how a majority gate could be implemented using
other post-CMOS devices is presented in [15,16].
The movement of data between processing and memory units is the major cause for the degraded
performance of contemporary computing systems, often referred to as the ‘von Neumann bottleneck’
or ‘memory wall’ [17,18]. ‘Computation energy’ is dominated by ‘data movement energy’ since the
energy for memory access grows exponentially along the memory hierarchy (from cache to off-chip
DRAM). There has been an ongoing effort (for 10-15 years) to combat the memory wall by bringing
the processor and memory unit closer to each other. Resistive RAMs are two terminal devices
(usually a Metal-Insulator-Metal structure [19]) capable of storing data as resistance. Although RRAM
(memristor) was initially experimented as a non-volatile memory technology, it was later discovered
that certain Boolean logic operations (IMPLY logic [20,21] and NOR [22] were the first logic gates
that were explored) can be implemented in the memory array. Boolean gates were implemented by
modifying the structure of the memory array or modifying the peripheral circuitry or a combination
of these. In-memory computing (also called ‘processing-in-memory’) refers to any effort to process
data at the residence of data (i.e., in the memory array) without moving it out to a separate processing
unit. ‘Processing/computing’ could mean a wide variety of operations from arithmetic operations
to cognitive tasks like machine learning and pattern recognition [23]. In this review, the focus is on
arithmetic operations and how majority logic can enable efficient in-memory computing.
The rest of this review is structured as follows. In Section 2, we first give a brief overview on
‘memristive logic’, the methodology of designing logic circuits using memristors. This is followed by a
discussion on how majority gate is implemented in RRAM array in Section 3. Three possible ways
are discussed. In Section 4, we analyse the latency of in-memory one-bit adder using different logic
primitives and highlight the latency reduction obtained by majority logic. To investigate if majority
logic can be efficient for n-bit adders, 8-bit adders implemented using different logic primitives and
different types (ripple carry, carry look-ahead, parallel-prefix) are analysed and compared, followed
by conclusion in Section 6
2. Memristive Logic
A short introduction to memristors and different array configurations of such non-volatile
memories is appropriate before the introduction of memristive logic. Memristors are a class of
emerging Non-Volatile Memories (NVMs) which store data as resistance. Under voltage/current
stress, the resistance can be switched between a Low Resistance State (LRS) and a High Resistance
State (HRS). The word ‘memristor’ is used because such a device is basically a ‘resistor’ with a
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‘memory’. Depending on what causes the change in resistance, a memristor can be classified as follows:
Resistive Random Access Memory (RRAM) where the change in resistance is due to the formation and
rupture of a conductive filament [24]; Phase Change Memory (PCM) where the change in resistance is
due to the amorphous or crystalline state of the chalcogenide phase-change material; Spin Transfer
Torque-Magnetic RAM (STT-MRAM) where the change in resistance is due to the magnetic polarization.
To construct a memory array using such devices, two configurations are common: 1Transistor-1 Resistor
(1T–1R) and 1Selector-1 Resistor (1S–1R), as illustrated in Figure 1a. The 1T–1R configuration uses a
transistor as an access device for each memory cell, allowing one to access a particular cell without
interfering with its neighbours in the array [25,26]. The 1S–1R configuration uses a two-terminal device
called a ‘selector’ which has a diode-like characteristic. The selector is assembled in series with the
memristive device. Different types of selectors have been experimentally demonstrated in [27–30].
The 1S–1R is area-efficient, but suffers from sneak–path problem because it is not possible to program
(read or write to a cell) a cell without interfering with its neighbours [22].
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Figure 1. (a) 1S–1R and 1T–1R configuration of memristive memory array (b) If resistance is the only
state variable, a memristive logic is said to be stateful. If voltage is also used in addition to resistance,
it is said to be non-stateful (c) 1-bit full adder in terms of NOR gates [31], NAND gates [32,33] and
majority gates [34]; Majority logic achieves less logical depth than NAND/NOR for 1-bit full adder.

Memristive logic is the art of designing logic circuits using memristors [17,18]. Conventionally,
arithmetic circuits have been implemented using logic gates built from CMOS transistors. In contrast,
a memristive logic family formulates a ‘functionally complete’ Boolean logic using a memristive device
(RRAM/PCM/STT-MRAM) as the primary switching device (CMOS circuitry may also be used, but in
a peripheral manner). For example, NOR is ‘functionally complete’ since any Boolean logic can be
expressed in terms of NOR gates. Therefore, if a NOR gate can be designed using memristive devices,
any Boolean logic can be implemented using memristive devices. Furthermore, most researchers
try to make their logic gates executable in an array configuration so that they can be exploited for
in-memory computing. NAND, IMPLY+FALSE [35] and Majority+NOT [12] are also functionally
complete. From the perspective of the state variable used for computation, memristive logic family
can be classified as either stateful or non-stateful. A memristive logic family is said to be stateful
if the Boolean variable is represented only as the internal state of the memristor (i.e., its resistance)
and computation is performed by manipulating this state [36]. If voltage is also used in addition to
resistance, the logic family is said to be non-stateful (Figure 1b). Some logic families are classified on
this criteria in [18].
A characteristic of memristive logic families is that, with certain modifications to the conventional
memory, a particular logic primitive can be implemented and, other logic primitives have to be realized
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in terms of that logic primitive. For example, in the NOR-based memristive family (MAGIC [31]),
all other gates (AND, OR, XOR) have to be expressed in terms of NOR gates and then mapped to the
memory array. It must be noted that even the NOR logic primitive is implemented with modifications
to the peripheral circuitry of the conventional memory array, namely the row decoder (modified
to bias the rows at ‘isolation voltage’ to prevent unintended NOR operation in those rows) and
the WRITE circuitry (modified to apply the MAGIC execution voltage which is twice the WRITE
voltage). Similarly, in the NAND-based logic family reported in [37], XOR gate is implemented
as a sequence of four NAND operations. This implies that if the fundamental logic primitive of a
memristive logic family is weak, all in-memory computation performed using that logic family will
be in-efficient (requiring long sequences of operations). To illustrate, Figure 1c depicts a 1-bit full
adder expressed in terms of a particular logic primitive (NOR/NAND/Majority), as required for
in-memory implementation. For a 1-bit adder, majority logic (together with NOT gates) can achieve
33–43% reduction in logic levels compared to NAND/NOR, while for bigger circuits, this percentage
may vary. Research in logic synthesis suggests that circuits synthesized in terms of majority and
NOT gates (Majority-Invert-Graphs) can achieve up to 33% reduction in logical depth compared to
And-Invert-Graphs (AIGs) for arithmetic intensive circuits [12]. It must be emphasized that for any
memristive logic, the number of cycles/steps to execute a circuit in-memory will be larger than the
number of logic levels, i.e, n levels of Boolean logic will require n + x cycles in-memory, where x
depends on the memristive logic family and its capability to execute gates in parallel. Therefore,
it is evident that to reduce the latency of in-memory computing, the synthesized logic must be latency
optimized (before mapping to CMOS or a post-CMOS device). Stronger logic primitives like majority
can minimize latency and the purpose of this review is to highlight the efficiency of memristive logic
family with majority as the fundamental logic primitive (complemented with NOT since majority as a
sole logic primitive is functionally incomplete).
3. In-Memory Majority Logic
In literature, there are two viable ways in which a majority gate is implemented in Resistive
RAM array. Both are non-stateful logic families. Following the naming convention introduced in [38]
(‘input state variable-output state variable’ logic), a non-stateful logic family can be V–R logic (input
state variable is voltage and the output is resistance) or R–V logic (input state variable is resistance
and output is voltage), as illustrated in Figure1b. In this section, the principle of implementing a
in-memory majority gate in V–R and R–V logic is reviewed and the advantages and disadvantages are
analysed. In addition to the aforementioned methods, a in-memory minority gate (inverse of majority
gate) is also theoretically proposed in [39]. The minority gate is realized by exploiting voltage division
between three RRAMs (which store the inputs) and an output RRAM. However, the correct functioning
of such a gate is not guaranteed since recent research has shown that variability is intrinsic to RRAM
technology and cannot be completely eradicated [40,41]. In the presence of variations (in RRAM’s
switching voltages and resistive states), such a minority gate is not feasible in RRAM array, and hence
it is not discussed in detail in this review.
3.1. V–R Majority Logic
In [42–44], majority gate is implemented in RRAM array (1S–1R) by applying two inputs of the
majority gate as voltages at W L and BL of the array (the third input being the initial state of the RRAM)
and the output is the new non-volatile state of the device. Hence this way of implementing majority
can be called V–R logic, though in the strict sense, it should be VandR–R logic since the third input is
resistance (initial state of the RRAM). However, it can be justified to be simply called V–R logic since
the output (switching of resistance) is triggered on the applications of voltages. The fourth column
of Table 1 depicts M3 ( A, B, C ), the 3-input majority function of the first three columns. Note that
M3 ( A, B, C ) = AB + BC + AC. To understand how a Resistive RAM cell can implement the majority
function, consider a situation in which the Boolean variable C of Table 1 is the initial state of a memory
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cell (following the convention used in this field, logic 0 is HRS and logic 1 is LRS). Let us assume that
the RRAM cell holding C has a symmetric switching characteristic, i.e., its internal resistance value
changes from HRS to LRS when a voltage VSET is applied across its terminals and from LRS to HRS
when -VSET is applied. As in the CMOS realm, logic 1 is a high voltage, which we will fix as VSET ,
and logic 0 corresponds to ground.
Table 1. Establishing the link between the majority function and Resistive RAM.
A

B

C

M3 ( A, B, C )

B

M3 ( A, B, C )

RM3 ( A, B, C )

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1

1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0

0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1

0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1

If A and B are applied across the two terminals of the RRAM cell, its state will either switch or
remain the same in accordance with the initial state. Figure 2 illustrates the different combinations of
(A, B, C) on a RRAM cell. When A is logic 1 and B is logic 0, the applied voltage across the RRAM
cell is VSET , triggering a transition from HRS to LRS and vice versa. When both A and B are (0,0)
or (1,1), the state of the memristor will not change. This specific behavior can be captured as a new
functionally complete Boolean function, called ‘Resistive Majority’, RM3 ( A, B, C ), which describes the
new nonvolatile state of the cell as a function of an initial internal state C and the voltages A and B
applied across the terminals of the device. Note that RM3 ( A, B, C ) = M3 ( A, B, C ), as listed in Table 1.
Complex functions can be easily expressed and manipulated as RM3 operators using Majority-Inverter
Graphs (MIG), a recently introduced logic manipulation structure consisting of three input majority
nodes and regular/complemented edges [12]. In [18], the authors elaborate how an eight-bit adder
is expressed in MIGs and then mapped to the memristive memory array using the aforementioned
resistive majority function.

A, B
0, 0
0, 1
1, 1

HRS
C=0

A, B
1, 0

A, B
0, 1

A
LRS
C=1

A, B
0, 0
1, 0
1, 1

Voltage
C

Resistance
B

Figure 2. Illustration of V–R majority logic. Arrow indicates the state transition, which depends on the
initial state of the RRAM cell C and the voltage applied across its terminals (A, B); dotted lines indicate
the state variable of C, which is resistance, while A and B are voltages [18].

3.2. R–V Majority Logic
In [45,46], a majority gate is implemented while reading from a 1T–1R array, i.e., the inputs of
the majority gate are the resistances of the cells and the output is sensed as a voltage, a R–V logic.
Consider an array of RRAM cells arranged in a 1T-1R configuration, as depicted in Figure 3. Each cell
can be individually read/written into by activating the corresponding wordline (W L) and applying
appropriate voltage across the cell (BL and SL). Now, if three rows are activated simultaneously
during read operation (Rows 1 to 3 in Figure 3a, the resistances in column 1 are in parallel (neglecting
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the parasitic resistance of BL and SL). The effective resistance between BL and SL will therefore
be Re f f = ( R A + r DS )||( R B + r DS )||( RC + r DS ) ≈ (R A || R B || RC ), if the drain-to-source resistance of
transistor (r DS ) is small compared to LRS. A Sense Amplifier (SA) which can accurately sense the
effective resistance implements a ‘in-memory’ majority gate. Table 2 lists the truth table of a 3-input
majority gate (M3 ( A, B, C )) and the effective resistance for all the eight possibilities. If we assume a
LRS and HRS of 10 kΩ and 133 kΩ, respectively (IHP’s RRAM), the crucial aspect of the proposed gate
110
is to be able to differentiate between R001
e f f (two LRS and one HRS) and Re f f (two HRS and one LRS).
In other words, resistance ≤ 4.8 kΩ must be sensed as ‘0’ and resistance ≥ 8.7 kΩ must be sensed as
‘1’ (shaded grey in Table 2). If we call the resistance to be differentiated as sensing window (8.7 kΩ
− 4.8 kΩ = 3.9 kΩ), any sense amplifier which can differentiate this sensing window can be used to
implement the majority gate. A current-mode SA is used in [45] and a time-based SA is used in [46] to
verify the correct functioning of majority gate, even in the presence of reasonable RRAM variations.
It must be noted unlike NAND and NOR, majority as a logic primitive is not functionally complete.
However, it forms a functionally complete logic when used together with NOT, i.e., any Boolean logic
can be expressed in terms of majority and NOT gates [12]. Therefore, a NOT gate is implemented by
latching the inverted output of the SA, as illustrated in Figure 3b.
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Figure 3. (a) In-memory majority gate proposed in [45,46]: When three rows are activated (W L1−3 )
simultaneously in a 1T-1R array, the three resistances R A , R B , RC will be in parallel (Inputs of the
majority gate A, B, C are represented as resistances R A , R B , RC ). An ‘in-memory’ majority gate can
be implemented by accurately sensing the effective resistance Re f f during READ. (b) NOT operation
implemented with a 2:1 multiplexer at the output of the SA. With majority and NOT gate implemented
as READ, multiple levels of logic can be executed by writing the data back to the array, simplifying
computing to READ and WRITE operations in memory. Multiple majority gates can be executed in
parallel in the memory array, thereby reducing latency of in-memory computation.
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Table 2. Precisely sensing Re f f results in majority: Logic ‘0’ is LRS (10 kΩ) and logic ‘1’ is HRS
(133.3 kΩ). Sense amplifier distinguishes between rows shaded grey and those that are not.
A

B

C

M3 ( A, B, C )

Re f f

Re f f

LRS
3
HRS· LRS
LRS+2· HRS
HRS· LRS
LRS+2· HRS
HRS· LRS
HRS+2· LRS
HRS· LRS
LRS+2· HRS
HRS· LRS
HRS+2· LRS
HRS· LRS
HRS+2· LRS
HRS
3

3.3 kΩ

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

4.8 kΩ
4.8 kΩ
8.7 kΩ
4.8 kΩ
8.7 kΩ
8.7 kΩ
44.4 kΩ

A comparison between V–R logic and R–V logic is presented pictorially in Figure 4.
In the V–R implementation [42–44] in memory, the inputs of the majority gate are applied as voltages
at W L/BL. This manner of computation complicates the row/column decoders of the memory array,
which were conventionally used to select rows/columns. Thus the peripheral circuitry will get
complicated, i.e., the row/column decoders have to be significantly modified to do row selection
(during memory operation) and apply inputs (during majority operation). In contrast, in the R–V
implementation [45,46], the row/column decoders retain their functionality as in a conventional
memory, with a minor modification (the row decoder must be enhanced to select three rows during
majority operation, which can be achieved by interleaving decoders [46]). Furthermore, the R–V
implementation [45,46] is conducive for parallel-processing since multiple gates can be mapped to
the same set of rows, as illustrated in in Figure 4. This will aid the implementation of in-memory
parallel-prefix adders (Section 5) and ternary computing [47].
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Figure 4. (a) V–R majority gate [42–44] (b) R–V majority gate [45,46] (c) When multiple gates have to
be executed in parallel, the majority gates of [42–44] have to be mapped diagonally because two gates
cannot be executed in the same row/column.
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4. In-Memory One-Bit Full Adders Using Different Logic Primitives
As stated, in-memory addition is achieved by a sequence of Boolean logic operations executed
in memory. To compute in memory, the circuit must first be expressed in terms of the logic gates the
particular memristive logic family implements. A one-bit full adder in memristive logic family based
on NOR [48], NAND [49] and MAJORITY [45] is compared in Figure 5. It is evident that the number of
steps (memory cycles) to compute in memory is larger than the number of logic levels. When mapped
to the memory array, n levels of logic will require n + x cycles, where x depends on the characteristics
of the memristive logic family. This includes attributes like statefulness, capability to executes gates
in parallel etc. In a non-stateful logic family, the output of the gate may be a voltage and it may be
needed as resistance for the next level of logic, requiring an additional WRITE operation. In a stateful
logic family, the output of the gate needs to be aligned with the inputs of following gate (next logic
level), requiring an additional WRITE operation. In this manner, the interconnecting wires between
logic levels contribute to additional cycles in memory. Furthermore, a memristive logic family should
have the capability to execute multiple gates simultaneously. Consequently, multiple gates in a logic
level can be mapped to the memory array in a single cycle. If the memristive logic family does not
support the simultaneous execution of multiple gates, x will increase. Thus the parallel-friendliness of
the logic family is also an important characteristic to minimize latency.
NOR: 7 levels

10 cycles

A
Sum
B

Carry

Cin
NAND: 6 levels

10 cycles

A
B

Sum

Cin

Carry
Majority: 4 levels

A

B
Cin

Mapping to the
memory array

6 cycles
Carry
Sum

ONE-BIT ADDER: Logic levels

IN-MEMORY

Figure 5. n levels of Boolean logic will require n + x cycles in-memory, where x depends on the
memristive logic family. It must be noted that the number of cycles required (10 cycles for NOR,
NAND and 6 cycles for MAJORITY) is already optimized by executing multiple gates in parallel (see
the mapping for NOR [31], NAND [49] and MAJORITY [45]).

To evaluate the effectiveness of majority logic for in-memory computing, one-bit adders using
different logic primitives are analysed from literature. Table 3 lists the latency of one-bit adders.
IMPLY logic primitive was the most researched logic primitive because of it’s stateful nature.
IMPLY was explored in different array configurations (1S–1R, 1T–1R) and the full adder, expressed
in terms of XOR and AND gates was implemented as sequence of IMPLY operations. However, all
the adders using IMPLY primitive have a latency of at least 13 cycles, implying a weak primitive.
As summarized in Table 3, the number of steps to compute in an array, reduces from IMPLY to
NAND/NOR logic primitive, and, further from NAND/NOR to MAJORITY, proving the strength of
majority as a logic primitive.
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Table 3. Latency of in-memory one-bit full adders.
Primitive

Structure

Latency

Ref

IMPLY

1D–1R

43 steps

[50]

IMPLY

1R

35 steps

[32]

IMPLY

1R

27 steps

[51]

IMPLY

1R

23 steps

[52]

IMPLY(semi-parallel)

1T–1R

17 steps

[53]

IMPLY

1T–1R

13 steps

[54]

ORNOR

1T–1R

17 steps

[55]

NOR

1S–1R

10 steps

[48]

NAND

1S–1R

10 steps

[49]

XOR+NAND (unipolar memristors)

1S–1R

8 steps

[56]

MAJORITY+NOT

1T–1R

6 steps

[45]

5. In-Memory Eight-Bit Adders Using Different Logic Primitives
Will the reduced latency obtained by majority logic for 1-bit full adder translate to n-bit adders?
In this section, eight-bit adders using different logic primitives are analysed and compared to answer
this question. From Figure 5, it is evident that to minimize in-memory latency, the number of
logic levels which is mapped to the memory array must be minimized. Parallel-prefix (PP) adders
are a family of adders originally proposed to overcome the latency incurred by the rippling of
carry in ripple carry adders. Such adders have the capability to minimize the latency to O(log n),
for n-bit adders. PP adders are conventionally expressed as “propagate” (ai ⊕ bi ) and “generate”
terms (ai .bi ). Hence, they are implemented as AND, OR and XOR gates. As already stated,
a memristive logic family cannot implement such a heterogeneity of gates. As illustrated in Figure 6,
the XOR gate has to be implemented as NAND gates [37,49], increasing the logic levels to 12.
Such an eight-bit PP adder (Sklansky) is expressed in OR/AND logic primitive and implemented
in the memory array in 37 cycles [57]. Using majority logic, an 8-bit PP adder is implemented in
memory in [46]. Since majority gate is the basic building block for many emerging nanotechnologies,
prior works [13,14] have formulated such PP adders in majority logic. The majority-based eight-bit
adder depicted in Figure 7 is derived from [13,14]. For an eight-bit adder, the logical depth is six levels
of majority gates and one level of NOT gates, and at most eight gates are needed simultaneously in
each level. Since multiple majority gates can be executed in parallel (Figure 4), they can be mapped to
the array in 19 cycles, as elaborated in [46].
b7
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b6

a6

b5

a5

b4

a4

b3

a3

b2

a2

b1

a1

b0

a0

S1

S0

8 Logic Levels

XOR

XOR

Cout

S7

S6

S5

S4

S3

S2

Figure 6. An eight-bit parallel-prefix adder (Ladner-Fischer) has 8 logic levels of AND, OR and XOR
gates. If the logic family cannot execute XOR gate, it must be expressed as NAND gates, increasing the
logic levels to 12.
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A detailed comparison of the latency of 8-bit in-memory adders based on different logic primitives
and the corresponding adder configuration is presented in Table 4. Since IMPLY logic incurred highest
latency for 1-bit addition, the trend continues for 8-bit addition which is to be expected. In ripple
carry configuration, IMPLY logic based adders incur a latency of at least 54 steps and parallel-prefix
configuration could reduce it to 25 steps. It may be safe to conclude that for the same logic primitive,
parallel-prefix configurations results in lower latency, although the mapping of the parallel-prefix
adder to the memory array is not clearly elaborated in [58]. Regarding NOR, a carry look-ahead
configuration incurs 48 steps while a computerised algorithm is used to map 8-bit NOR-based adder
to the memory array in 38 steps. OR/AND-based logic primitive could achieve a latency of 37 steps in
parallel-prefix configuration. An eight-bit parallel-prefix adder in majority logic could achieve a latency
of 19 steps [46]. Finally, a XOR-based adder [59] could achieve a latency of 16 steps even in ripple
carry configuration, but it must be emphasized that [59] used multiple arrays since multiple XOR
gates could not be executed simultaneously in the same array. To conclude, the latency minimization
achieved by majority logic for 1-bit addition does extend to 8-bit addition. Majority logic used in
synergy with parallel-prefix configuration is one of the best performing in-memory adders. Finally,
any comparison among in-memory adders is not complete without considering energy consumption
and area of the memory array and the peripheral circuitry needed to implement the logic operations in
memory. Such a holistic comparison is beyond the scope of this work. However, latency can be a good
measure of performance if the individual logic operations are achieved in an energy efficient manner
and sneak-path energy leakage is avoided (in 1S–1R configuration). Note that there are other works
implementing adders using memristors along with CMOS in a non-array configuration. However,
such works are not included in the comparisons performed in this work since they cannot be exploited
for in-memory computing.
Table 4. Latency of in-memory 8-bit adders.
Primitive

Array

Adder Type

Latency Comment/Ref

IMPLY

1S-1R

Ripple carry

58

Each step is IMPLY operation [35]

IMPLY+OR

1S-1R

Ripple Carry

54

Each step is IMPLY/OR/NOR operation [60]

IMPLY

–

Parallel-prefix

25

Each step is IMPLY operation [58]

NOR/NOT

1T-1R

Look-Ahead

48

Each step has one or more NOR/NOT
operations [61]

NOR

1S-1R

algorithm

38

Each step has one or more NOR operations [18]

OR/AND

1S-1R

Parallel-prefix

37

Each step has one or more OR/AND
operation [57]

ORNOR

1S-1R

Parallel-clocking

31

Each step has one or more ORNOR/IMPLY
operation [55]

MAJORITY+NOT 1T-1R

Parallel-prefix

19

Each step is Majority/NOT or WRITE [46]

XOR

Ripple carry

16 *

Each step is XOR [59]

1T-1R

* XOR gate proposed in [59] is not parallel-friendly and consequently multiple gates cannot be executed
in parallel in the array (to circumvent this, multiple arrays have been used in [59]). Furthermore, XOR is
not functionally complete and has to be used in conjunction with other gates to implement other arithmetic
circuits. In contrast, majority+NOT is functionally complete.

Latency is a big hurdle for mainstream adoption of in-memory arithmetic. As noted in
Tables 3 and 4, in-memory adders require tens of steps for addition operations. Even if a single
step takes 5 ns (RRAMs can switch in a few ns), this would be much larger than the latency incurred
in CMOS technology (32-bit addition operation can be performed in 4 ns in CMOS technology [62]).
However, in in-memory arithmetic, the energy and latency (hundreds of ns) for data movement is
avoided (the numbers to be added have to be moved from DRAM memory to processor in conventional
approach). Therefore, in-memory arithmetic can still be beneficial, provided the latency to compute
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in memory is minimized. The power of majority logic lies in reducing this latency to compute
in memory array.
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Figure 7. Eight-bit parallel-prefix adder (Ladner-Fischer) expressed as 7 levels of Majority+NOT
gates. By executing multiple gates in parallel, the adder can be implemented in memory in 19 cycles,
as elaborated in [46].

6. Conclusions
Majority logic did not become the dominant logic to compute in CMOS technology because
it was more efficient to implement NAND/NOR gate than a majority gate (12 transistors for an
inverted majority gate compared to 6 transistors for NAND3/NOR3). However, in many emerging
post-CMOS devices, a majority gate can be implemented efficiently and therefore, majority logic needs
to be re-evaluated for its computing efficiency. This review attempted to investigate the efficiency of
majority logic from the perspective of in-memory computing. When the logic levels are minimized and
mapped to the memory array using a memristive logic family (which can implement an in-memory
majority gate), it leads to a latency optimized in-memory adder. Unlike CMOS implementation
which accommodated a heterogeneity of logic gates, in-memory computing favours a homogeneous
implementation of logic gates because peripheral circuitry of the array needs to be enhanced with
capability to execute a particular logic primitive (different logic primitives necessitate different
modifications to the peripheral circuitry). Therefore, majority-based memristive logic may be all
the more preferred since they can implement any logic succinctly when used together with NOT gates.
Comparisons with different logic primitives revealed that majority logic incurs least latency for 1-bit
adders. For n-bit adders, majority logic has the potential to achieve a latency reduction of 70% and
50% when compared to IMPLY and NAND/NOR logic primitives, if implemented in a parallel-prefix
configuration in the memory array. Minimizing latency also aids in lowering the power consumption
since the array will be powered for a shorter time. Latency is a significant disadvantage in in-memory
addition and the power of majority logic lies in reducing this latency. Therefore, majority logic and its
advantages needs to be rediscovered in the era of in-memory computing.
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